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REVIEW OF THE MONTH

Mean temperature and rainfall - Pitsford Hall
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Headline:  Very mild at times for October, but generally rather changeable with the country 
coming frequently under the influence of areas of high and low pressure. 

October began with high pressure extending across the British Isles from mainland Europe. The 
first couple of days were settled with light winds, good spells of sunshine and daytime 
temperatures climbing to the low teens. However, a switch to a northerly flow on the 3rd as 
pressure beginning to fall to the south introduced cooler air and some light rain.   

With high pressure dominant still across much of the continent, low pressure systems were 
beginning to stack up over the North Atlantic by the 4th, eventually driving active frontal 
systems northwards across the UK during the 5th and through the 6th. A moderate southerly 
breeze allowed temperatures to recover to the mid teens, but both days were wet across the 
county with 17.1mm of rain falling at Pitsford in the 48 hours up until 0900GMT on the 7th. 

The occluded remnants of the low pressure system finally moved away from our shores on the 
8th as a ridge of high pressure moved up from the south. Over the next few days, whilst high 
pressure remained dominant across the UK, its centre had moved towards southern 
Scandinavia. With the introduction of a much cooler easterly flow across the UK, the weather 
began to feel distinctly autumnal. The grass minimum temperature at Pitsford fell to 1.6C on the 
morning of the 9th and whilst subsequent days weren’t quite so cold, a regular pattern emerged 
of early morning mist. Sunshine amounts by day were quite variable with cloud moving in from 
both the North Sea as well as a weakening Atlantic weather front on the 12th into the 13th. The 
15th saw a subtle change as a trough over northern France introduced scattered showers to the 
south-eastern corner of the UK which then moved northwards into the county.  

Over the next few days, high pressure developed across much of the UK. However, an 
occlusion remained fairly stationary close by to the south-east. This resulted in cloudy 
conditions across the county with occasional spells of light rain or drizzle. A northerly breeze 
made it feel cool at times, although the cloud prevented night-time temperatures from falling too 
greatly. Visibilities were at times reduced, but the county remained free from fog. 
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The high began to pull away on the 20th and although frontal systems began to move into 
northern and western parts of the British Isles, high pressure retained its influence across the 
south sufficiently to prevent the ingress of these fronts until late on the 21st and into the 22nd.  
The progression of a cold front across the county introduced a short spell of torrential rain 
(6.1mm of rain was recorded at Pitsford in less than a quarter of an hour). The rain was also 
accompanied by a freshening westerly breeze. 

High pressure, centred on the Bay of Biscay, built in across the British Isles once this frontal 
system cleared. However, clearing skies led to a chilly start on the 23rd with overnight lows 
falling to 4.8C, the lowest so far this autumn. This high left the UK though almost as quickly as it 
arrived and frontal systems moved in from the west. The 24th was another wet day across the 
county. However, over the next few days the UK came under the influence of an anticyclone 
positioned to the east. The weather was generally dry with just the occasional light shower, but 
temperatures were mild in the predominant southerly breeze. 

Anticyclonic conditions prevailed until the 28th when a low pressure centre moved in across the 
UK. The 28th itself was a particularly wet day with 12.2mm of rain recorded at Pitsford in the 
space of 6.5hrs. As the month drew to a close, the persistence of a blocking anticyclone over 
Scandinavia caused weather fronts to pile up across the UK. The days were cloudy with 
occasional outbreaks of rain, even quite windy at times too, especially on the 29th. The 
prevalence of a southerly breeze though maintained relatively mild conditions for late October. 
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CLIMATOLOGICAL STATISTICS
The following statistics constitute the station’s official record for October 2015. Climatological observations 
are made at 0900hrs daily. Averages refer to the period 1981-2010. 

Air Temperatures:    
The Highest Maximum: 18.4 C on 1st
The Lowest Maximum: 11.5 C on 15th
The Highest Minimum: 14.0 C on 6th
The Lowest Minimum: 3.0 C on 25th
The Mean Maximum: 14.6 C  
The Mean Minimum: 8.2 C  
The Overall Mean: 11.4 C  
Difference from the Monthly Mean: 0.5 C  
    
Solar Radiation:    
Maximum (at 0900): 364.0 W/m^2 on 8th
Mean (at 0900): 111.5 W/m^2  
    
Relative Humidity:    
Highest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 100 % on 21st, 24th – 28th inclusive
Lowest Relative Humidity (at 0900): 77.0 % on 12th
Mean Relative Humidity (at 0900): 94.2 %  
    
Dew Point:    
The Highest Dew Point (0900): 15.2 C on 6th
The Lowest Dew Point (at 0900): 3.6 C on 25th
The Mean Dew Point (at 0900): 9.8 C  
    
Rainfall:    
Total: 48.1 mm  
Percentage of the Monthly Mean: 71.3 %  
Duration: 24.8 hrs  
Highest 24 hour fall (0900 to 0900): 12.2 mm on 28th
Rain Days (>/=0.2mm): 13   
Wet Days (>/=1.0mm): 7   
    
Sunshine:    
Total Duration of Bright Sunshine: 66.3 hrs  
Sunniest day: 7.2 hrs on 26th
No. of days without sunshine: 5   
Percentage of the Monthly Mean: 73.6 %  
Cloud cover (mean at 0900): 6.1 oktas 76.3 %
    
Pressure (reduced to sea level):    
The Highest Pressure (at 0900): 1034.0 mb on 1st
The Lowest Pressure (at 0900): 997.2 mb on 6th
Mean Pressure (at 0900): 1018.5 mb  
    
Winds    
Run of wind (mean over 24 hrs): 67.4 miles  
Mean daily wind speed: 3.7 mph  
Run of wind (cumulative): 2090.7 miles  
Highest Maximum Gust: 32 mph on 29th
No. of gusts of 50mph or more: 0   
Highest wind strength (at 0900): 11.5 mph on 7th
Mean wind strength (at 0900): 4.4 mph  
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Winds from the Following Directions:    
N6 NE 4 E 2 SE 5 S 5 SW 1 W 2 NW 4 Calm 2
    
Grass    
Lowest Grass Minimum 0.2 C on 25th
Mean Grass Minimum 6.0 C  
    
Concrete    
Lowest Concrete Minimum: 2.0 C on 25th
Mean Concrete Minimum: 7.2 C  
    
Evaporation    
Piche 27.0 ml  
    
Days with:    
Thunder: 0   
Hail <5mm: 0   
Hail >/=5mm: 0   
Snow or snow & rain: 0   
Snow lying: 0   
Fog: 1   
Air Frost: 0   
Ground Frost: 0   
Gales: 0   

All data © Pitsford Hall weather station.
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GRAPHICAL TRENDS FOR THE MONTH

Maximum and minimum temperatures - Pitsford Hall
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Mean daily wind speeds and maximum gusts - Pitsford Hall
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Wind directions - Pitsford Hall
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Duration of bright sunshine - Pitsford Hall
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DAILY WEATHER LOG
A daily summary of the weather recorded at Pitsford Hall weather station during October 2015. 

 WEATHER DIARY - OCTOBER 2015 Max  Min  Rain  

1st Early mist and fog burning off to prolonged sunny spells 
and becoming warm again by mid afternoon. 18.4 C 9.0 C _  

2nd Bright start. Prolonged spells of warm sunshine, turning 
cloudy for a time late morning. 17.5 C 9.0 C _  

3rd Misty start with low cloud. Cloud persisting throughout 
the day, but remaining dry. Cooler than of late. 13.8 C 8.0 C _  

4th
Bright, sunny start. Prolonged spells of sunshine 
throughout the day. Fairly warm, but not as warm as 
earlier days.

16.0 C 6.1 C 0.9 mm

5th
Overcast throughout much of the day with spells of 
showery rain, heaviest and more prolonged overnight 
into the 6th. Mild.

17.1 C 8.9 C 8.7 mm

6th Brief spells of sunshine. Showers during the daytime. 
More prolonged and heavy rain overnight. 18.2 C 14.0 C 8.4 mm

7th
Early rain quickly clearing then dry for the rest of the 
day. Staying cloudy apart from some brief sunshine mid 
afternoon.

14.1 C 13.4 C _  

8th Misty start, but generally a fine day with lengthy spells 
of sunshine. 16.3 C 6.5 C _  

9th Patchy mist and valley fog to start, clearing to spells of 
sunshine. Remaining dry. 16.8 C 6.1 C _  

10th
Mostly dry, but remaining cloudy throughout the day. 
Very brief glimpses of sunshine and occasionally bright. 
Spits and spots of light rain during the late afternoon. 

14.5 C 6.9 C tr mm

11th Dry and mostly cloudy. Some brief sunshine during the 
afternoon. Turning chilly overnight. 14.0 C 8.4 C _  

12th Dry with sunny spells during the day. Clouding over by 
evening with some occasional light showers. 13.4 C 5.5 C tr mm

13th Cool and mostly cloudy with some brief spells of 
sunshine. 13.0 C 6.1 C _  
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14th Cool with spells of sunshine. Cloud increasing into the 
afternoon with a scattering of showers. 12.5 C 5.0 C 0.9 mm

15th Cool and cloudy. Outbreaks of rain during the early 
afternoon. Brief sunshine late afternoon. 11.5 C 7.5 C 1.7 mm

16th Continuing cool and cloudy. More of a breeze than 
recent days. Remaining dry. 12.3 C 9.0 C _  

17th Continuing much the same - cool and cloudy, yet dry. 12.5 C 8.5 C 0.1 mm

18th Cool and cloudy. Light showers during the morning and 
late afternoon. 13.3 C 9.5 C 0.7 mm

19th
Light rain beginning around 0630GMT. Rain clearing 
later in the day, but remaining cool and cloudy. 
Negligible breeze.

13.2 C 9.5 C 0.8 mm

20th
A fine and dry day with decent spells of sunshine. 
Feeling warm in the sunshine by the afternoon. Turning 
chilly fairly quickly during the evening.

15.2 C 7.2 C _  

21st Rain overnight, easing mid morning and then remaining 
dry but cloudy. Humidity increasing later. 15.2 C 8.0 C 6.1 mm

22nd Cool and cloudy with some brief spells of sunshine. 
Turning noticeably chillier overnight. 14.8 C 11.6 C _  

23rd Overcast throughout the day and feeling cooler. Some 
occasional light rain or drizzle. Negligible breeze. 12.8 C 4.8 C _  

24th Overcast with occasional outbreaks of rain, turning drier 
later but with a freshening breeze. 12.4 C 8.4 C 4.6 mm

25th
Clear skies overnight leading to ground frost and fog at 
dawn. Calm. Fog clearng to a largely fine day. Mostly 
cloudy, but with some sunshine.

12.4 C 3.0 C 0.3 mm

26th

Grey and misty start with a heavy dew. Cloud quickly 
dissolving to leave a fine day with good spells of 
sunshine and becoming pleasantly warm by the 
afternoon.

17.6 C 4.0 C _  

27th
Early morning mist clearing. Then dry throughout the 
day. Cloudy with a few brief glimmers of sunshine. 
Warm.

18.0 C 10.4 C 0.3 mm

28th Rain, heavy at times, during the early hours and into the 
morning. Clearing later with sunshine. 13.6 C 10.8 C 12.2 mm
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29th
Rain overnight and occasional showers through the 
morning. Becoming drier through the afternoon, but rain 
returning by evening.

14.0 C 8.0 C 2.3 mm

30th Rain clearing during the morning, then remaining dry 
but overcast throughout the day. 15.6 C 10.0 C 0.1 mm

31st
Grey and overcast to start the day, but spells of 
sunshine coming through by mid morning. Feeling mild 
for the time of year.

14.0 C 9.6 C tr(w) mm
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

The following data constitutes the station’s official climatological record for October 2015 and is © Pitsford 
Hall weather station. Readings are taken at 0900 hrs GMT or on the hour indicated. Permission to use if for 
commercial purposes must be sought in writing from the station manager, Pitsford Hall weather station, 
Pitsford Hall, Moulton Lane, Pitsford, Northampton NN6 9AX.  

Observations at Pitsford Hall 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
Time of Observations (GMT) 9.00 9.00 8.00 8.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 5 5 7 0 8 5 8 4 1 6
Wind at Observation
Direction e ene nnw sse sse se w nw sse ne
Speed (knots) 7 3 2 1 6 3 10 1 1 4
Weather 10 2 10 10 51 2 2 1 2 3
Visibility 6 7 7 5 6 6 8 8 7 8
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 14.0 13.0 10.0 9.0 14.5 16.0 13.3 11.7 14.9 10.9
Wet Bulb 13.0 11.5 9.5 7.8 14.1 15.5 12.5 10.0 12.9 10.0
Max 18.4 17.5 13.8 16.0 17.1 18.2 14.1 16.3 16.8 14.5
Min 9.0 9.0 8.0 6.1 8.9 14.0 13.4 6.5 6.1 6.9
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 160 164 90 62 49 134 65 364 320 176
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1
Grass Min (C) 7.1 6.6 4.2 2.6 6.5 13.0 11.0 3.6 1.6 4.5
State of Concrete 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 0
Concrete Min (C) 7.1 8.2 7.6 5.6 6.9 13.4 12.5 5.4 5.0 6.0
Evaporation
Piche (ml) 1.7 1.5 1.2 2.2 0.3 0.6 2.2 1.8 1.3 0.9
Rainfall
Total (mm) _ _ _ 0.9 8.7 8.4 _ _ _ tr
Duration (hrs) _ _ _ 0.6 3.7 3.1 _ _ _ _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ _ _ 1.5 2.4 2.7 _ _ _ _
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 86.52 47.43 37.14 76.13 134.94 51.52 78.49 14.02 32.66 70.57
Mean (mph) 3.6 2.0 1.5 3.2 5.6 2.1 3.3 0.6 1.4 2.9
Gust (mph) 18 <15 <15 18 17 20 27 <15 <15 17
Sunshine (hrs) 6.8 6.7 0.1 6.8 2.4 1.9 0.4 5.2 2.6 0.2
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 89.5 83.8 93.9 85.1 95.8 95.0 91.3 80.9 79.8 89.5
Dew Point (C) 12.3 10.3 9.1 6.6 13.8 15.2 11.9 8.5 11.4 9.2
Pressure (mb) 1034.0 1028.2 1016.3 1015.3 1003.7 997.2 1006.7 1021.8 1023.7 1022.8
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Observations at Pitsford Hall 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th
Time of Observations (GMT) 8.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 5 3 3 1 8 7 8 7 8 2
Wind at Observation
Direction ne nnw n nnw n n nne n nne wnw
Speed (knots) 5 3 6 9 4 9 7 3 6 1
Weather 10 2 2 2 63 6 2 2 61 2
Visibility 6 7 7 8 5 5 7 6 5 7
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 9.1 9.5 8.5 10.0 9.0 11.0 9.5 10.6 10.0 10.8
Wet Bulb 8.5 7.6 7.6 8.4 4.5 10.0 8.3 10.4 9.8 10.4
Max 14.0 13.4 13.0 12.5 11.5 12.3 12.5 13.3 13.2 15.2
Min 8.4 5.5 6.1 5.0 7.5 9.0 8.5 9.5 9.5 7.2
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 67 274 93 266 35 153 69 14 46 170
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 3 3 1
Grass Min (C) 6.6 4.2 5.0 3.5 6.0 8.2 8.0 9.0 8.3 _
State of Concrete 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 0
Concrete Min (C) 7.7 4.8 5.2 4.0 6.6 8.5 8.5 9.4 8.7 _
Evaporation
Piche (ml) 1.7 1.6 2.2 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.4 0.6 > >
Rainfall
Total (mm) _ tr _ 0.9 1.7 _ 0.1 0.7 0.8 _
Duration (hrs) _ _ _ 0.1 2.1 _ 1.4 4.1 0.1 _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) _ _ _ 9.0 0.8 _ 0.1 0.2 8.0 _
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 99.86 174.00 159.00 187.52 74.30 185.39 158.83 116.86 6.83 12.57
Mean (mph) 4.2 7.3 6.6 7.8 3.1 7.7 6.6 4.9 0.3 0.5
Gust (mph) 17 22 22 25 20 23 21 15 <15 17
Sunshine (hrs) 2.2 4.1 2.8 3.5 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 4.5
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 92.5 77.0 88.6 80.9 46.9 88.4 85.4 97.6 97.5 95.3
Dew Point (C) 7.9 5.7 6.7 6.9 -1.7 9.2 7.2 10.2 9.6 10.1
Pressure (mb) 1019.2 1021.6 1025.4 1025.9 1023.4 1024.0 1022.7 1022.3 1026.6 1024.9
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence.
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CLIMATOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

Observations at Pitsford Hall 21st 22nd 23rd 24th 25th 26th 27th 28th 29th 30th 31st
Time of Observations (GMT) 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 8.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Total Cloud (oktas) 8 8 8 8 9 8 6 8 8 8 8
Wind at Observation
Direction wsw wnw ssw ese calm sse ese calm s sse sse
Speed (knots) 1 7 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 10 1
Weather 61 2 2 50 2 10 10 63 2 61 10
Visibility 6 7 7 6 4 5 6 6 8 8 5
Screen (C)
Dry Bulb 11.2 12.4 9.6 10.8 3.6 8.0 12.4 10.8 12.8 14.2 10.0
Wet Bulb 11.2 11.2 8.4 10.8 3.6 8.0 12.4 10.8 12.4 13.8 9.8
Max 15.2 14.8 12.8 12.4 12.4 17.6 18.0 13.6 14.0 15.6 14.0
Min 8.0 11.6 4.8 8.4 3.0 4.0 10.4 10.8 8.0 10.0 9.6
Solar Radiation (W/m^2) 33 152 85 56 48 46 84 75 13 30 65
Grass & Concrete
State of Grass 3 3 1 3 7 1 3 3 3 3 3
Grass Min (C) _ _ _ _ 0.2 _ _ _ _ _ 6.6
State of Concrete 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 0
Concrete Min (C) _ _ _ _ 2.0 _ _ _ _ _ 8.1
Evaporation
Piche (ml) > > > > > > > > 1.0 0.7 0.7
Rainfall
Total (mm) 6.1 _ _ 4.6 0.3 _ 0.3 12.2 2.3 0.1 tr(w)
Duration (hrs) 0.2 _ _ 2.5 0.1 _ 0.1 6.5 0.2 _ _
Intensity (mean over 24 hrs, mm/hr) 30.5 _ _ 1.8 3.0 _ 3.0 1.9 11.5 _ _
Wind Averages
Run of wind (miles) 14.41 50.76 2.52 14.48 0.22 12.38 7.63 1.36 37.49 112.95 31.91
Mean (mph) 0.6 2.1 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.6 4.7 1.3
Gust (mph) 21 29 <15 22 <15 21 <15 <15 32 19 <15
Sunshine (hrs) 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.6 7.2 1.3 1.5 0.1 0.0 2.6
Humidity Statistics
Relative Humidity (%) 100.0 86.7 85.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.6 95.8 97.5
Dew Point (C) 11.2 10.2 7.3 10.8 3.6 8.0 12.4 10.8 12.1 13.5 9.6
Pressure (mb) 1016.5 1013.9 1018.9 1010.9 1026.6 1016.2 1009.9 1006.9 1009.9 1015.3 1022.5
Days with
Thunder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail<5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Hail>/=5mm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gales _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Fog _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _
Snow _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Depth of lying snow (cm) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Quality control completed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

See appendix 2 for an explanation of the coding system used in this report, specifically for cloud cover, 
present weather, visibility and states of the concrete & grass. All readings are made by trained observers 
using standard instrumentation except on days marked * where automatic weather station readings are 
substituted owing to staff absence. 
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UK WEATHER REVIEW

October 2015 

For much of October the weather was influenced by high pressure bringing periods of dry, settled 
weather and some good spells of sunshine, but with some overnight frost and fog. However, it was more 
unsettled with spells of rain from 5th to the 7th, and it was unsettled again for the last third of the month, 
but generally mild in a mostly westerly or southerly flow.

The provisional UK mean temperature was 10.0C, which is 0.5C above the 1981-2010 long-term 
average. Maximum temperatures were above average, especially in the far north-west, but minimum 
temperatures were mostly close to average. It was a notably dry month in the west and north with less 
than a third of average rainfall in a few locations. The UK overall received 57% of average rainfall and it 
was the driest October since 2007. Sunshine totals were below average in the south and east but above 
average in the north-west.

The UK monthly extremes were as follows: A maximum temperature of 22.7C was recorded at Braemar 
(Aberdeenshire) on the 1st, and a minimum temperature of -5.0C was recorded at Braemar on the 17th. 
In the 24 hours ending at 0900 GMT on the 7th, 46.8 mm of rain fell at Charr, Kincardineshire. Wind 
gusts of 69 mph were recorded at South Uist (Western Isles) and Kirkwall (Orkney) on the 22nd.

Source: The Met Office      
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UK WEATHER DIARY

High pressure led to mist and fog patches in many parts of the British Isles around dawn on the 1st, with 
the fog being slow to clear across parts of Ireland in particular. In some sheltered parts of Scotland there 
was a slight air frost overnight, while there was a little frontal rain and drizzle in the Northern Isles during 
the day. Away from the Northern Isles, sunny spells were widespread - and it was quite warm in E 
Scotland. At 1200 GMT, MSL pressure was above 1032 mb except across S England and N Scotland, 
with mist and fog again reforming (quite widely) in the evening. (Braemar 22.7C, Fair Isle 11.8C 
maximum, Braemar -2.0C minimum, Fair Isle 0.8 mm, Kinloss, Valley and Boulmer 11.1 h.)

Continuing, albeit weakening, high pressure on the 2nd led to fog in many places across Ireland, Wales 
and England by dawn - while frontal rain and drizzle fell in the Northern Isles overnight. The fog was slow 
to clear in parts of Yorkshire and Ireland, and returned widely in the evening. It was a rather cloudy day 
across N and W Scotland, and in W Ireland; elsewhere, there were sunny spells during the day. (Durham 
20.9, Glenanne 11.1C maximum, Ravensworth -2.7C minimum, Fair Isle 0.8 mm, Jersey Airport 11.0 h.)

Mist and fog were widespread by dawn on the 3rd, from Cent Scotland and N Ireland S'wards. In parts of 
N England it persisted until the afternoon; elsewhere it was a rather hazy day until mist reformed widely 
again in the evening. Rain fell at times across parts of N Scotland and haze/cloud meant few sunny spells 
in most places (except Cornwall) during the day - with many places remaining sunless. (Writtle 18.5C, 
Spadeadam 9.7C maximum, Swyddffynnon -0.4C minimum, Fair Isle 1.2 mm, . Most sun 10.0hr 
Camborne 10.0 h.)

A S'ly flow on the 4th led to thickening cloud and rain later in the day. Mist and fog were widespread 
across England, Wales and in parts of Ireland and S Scotland, by dawn - with parts of Cent Ireland and E 
Scotland having a slight ground frost. The fog was thick in places and lingered until late morning in parts 
of Cent England. By mid-afternoon rain had spread into Cornwall and by midnight had spread across 
much of S England and into the Channel Islands. Sunshine amounts were variable across the British 
Isles, except in SW areas where there was almost no sunshine. (Gravesend 18.7C, Carterhouse 9.9C 
maximum, Braemar -2.0C minimum, Scilly 3.8 mm, Shoeburyness 9.2 h.)

Except in N Scotland and a few other small areas of the British Isles, the 5th was a cloudy day with no 
sunshine. Low pressure moved N'wards across Ireland during the day, taking fronts N'wards across all 
areas as it did so. N Ireland, S Scotland and N England were misty by dawn - with rainfall being 
widespread in all areas to the S. Parts of N and Cent Scotland had a slight ground frost - but by the 
evening rain had reached all areas, except for a few places in N Scotland. (Nantwich 21.0C, Fair Isle 
12.4C maximum, Aviemore -1.6C minimum, Otterbourne 27.2 mm, Lerwick 3.5 h.)

Fronts were again widespread across the British Isles on the 6th, with a shallow low (centre 991 mb off 
SE Devon at 1200 GMT) moving across S England to East Anglia by midnight. Rain was widespread and 
heavy in places, overnight - moving towards the NE. The night was mild as a result and was followed by 
a rather cloudy day as showers, following the rain, became widespread. Some of the showers were 
heavy, and there was some thunder reported around the S Pennines and Lincolnshire later in the day. 
More general rain, associated with the low, fell over S areas of England during the day. (Preston Moor 
Park 20.7C, Lerwick 12.2C maximum, Trawscoed 9.4C minimum, Bradford 27.4 mm, Ronaldsway 6.4 h.)

The 7th dawned with widespread mist or precipitation across Britain, but with mostly drier conditions over 
Ireland - where cloud breaks led to a slight ground frost in some Cent areas. The rain and drizzle 
gradually moved off to the E - although it was slow to clear NE England and E Scotland, and remained 
heavy into the evening in the Northern Isles. It remained cloudy during the day in the E half of Britain, but 
turned sunny in the W, especially in W Scotland. (Manston 17.4C, Dalwhinnie 9.0C maximum, Castlederg 
4.7C minimum, Lerwick 36.0 mm, Tiree 8.4 h.)

A weak ridge of high pressure led to mainly fine conditions on the 8th, although there was further heavy 
rainfall overnight across the Northern Isles. There was a slight ground frost, mostly in Cent Scotland and 
N England, and a few early fog patches in parts of England. A few showers fell during the day in S Ireland 
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and in parts of SW England and S Wales - but most places had sunny spells and dry conditions during 
the day. (Pershore College.18.2C, Lerwick 11.9C maximum, Loch Glascarnoch -0.7C minimum, Lerwick 
12.2 mm, Kinloss 10.4 h.)

Overnight mist and fog affected England and Wales, and N Ireland and parts of S Scotland into the 9th. 
There was some light rain overnight in the Outer Hebrides - this moved into N and W Scotland and NW 
Ireland during the day. Elsewhere, the day was generally dry; there were sunny spells across England 
but elsewhere it remained rather cloudy. (Hull East Park 19.3C, Strathallan 12.2C maximum, Aboyne -
2.0C minimum, Harris Quidnish 8.4 mm, Shoeburyness 10.4 h.)

A ridge of high pressure, and a mainly E'ly flow, led to a mostly cloudy and cool day on the 10th. Mist and 
fog patches were widespread across Britain by dawn and there was some light overnight rain and drizzle 
in N and W Scotland. Further light rain fell during the day in some N areas of Scotland. The best of the 
sunshine was to be found cloud to the E coast of England and Scotland. (Drumnadrochit 16.9C, Lake 
Vyrnwy 10.3C maximum, Santon Downham 0.6C minimum, Lusa 2.6 mm, Kirkwall 7.0 h.)

Encroaching cold fronts from the E, and later the W, under high pressure on the 11th led to a rather 
cloudy and cool day. Mist and fog patches were widespread by dawn, while there was some light rain and 
drizzle in parts of E England and E Scotland overnight. Further light rain affected both W and E Scotland 
during the day, and also parts of Ireland. (Castlederg 16.8C, Braemar 9.9C maximum, Shap 2.4C 
minimum, Harris Quidnish 10.0 mm, Waddington 8.2 h.)

High pressure developed over the British Isles on the 12th (1030 mb over NW Scotland at 2400 GMT) 
and the day dawned with widespread mist and fog (and some ground frost) over England and Wales. 
Frontal cloud gave rain across Scotland overnight - this was largely confined to E Scotland and NE 
England during the day. During the day there were sunny periods in most areas. (Plymouth 17.1C, 
Balmoral 9.4C maximum, Sennybridge -0.7C minimum, Fyvie Castle 13.4 mm, Bude 9.6 h.)

A flow from the NE in many areas on the 13th meant a cool day - after a widespread air frost in parts of N 
Scotland. Parts of E England had showery outbreaks of rain overnight and during the day - with the best 
of the sunshine generally in the W half of the British Isles. (Killowen 17.3C, Pennerley 10.0C maximum, 
Altnaharra -3.7C minimum, Fylingdales 5.8 mm, Ronaldsway 9.8 h.)

Ground frost was widespread early on the 14th and patches of mist were widespread by dawn across 
much of the British Isles. Early rain in E Kent was the prelude to a spell of showery weather in the SE 
corner of England - mainly close to the E coast and in E Kent due to fronts associated with a low system 
over N France. (Plymouth 15.3C, Strathallan 9.3C maximum, Shap -2.9C minimum, Manston 11.0 mm, 
Charterhall and Boulmer 8.6 h.)

Pressure remained generally high on the 15th but frontal cloud continued to give spells of rain over many 
places in the E half of England. Away from these (cloudy) areas there was a widespread ground frost - 
with a slight air frost in parts of E Ireland and E Scotland. During the day, the best of the sunshine was to 
be found in W and N areas of the British Isles. (Murlough 15.8C, Pateley Bridge Ravens Nest 9.7C 
maximum, Katesbridge -2.6C minimum, Holbeach 9.0 mm, Valley 9.5 h.)

Pressure rose during the 16th; there was fog in many parts of Scotland - along with a widespread ground 
frost - overnight, and air frost was widespread in Cent Scotland. Rain continued to affect parts of SE 
England and East Anglia in particular - and much of England and Wales had a cloudy day. Scotland had 
mainly sunny conditions during the day, except on the Northern Isles and in S Scotland. (Wick 15.9C, 
Carterhouse 8.6C maximum, Braemar -3.9C minimum, Frittenden 7.6 mm, Leuchars 8.7 h.)

Cloudy anticyclonic conditions prevailed in many areas on the 17th. Mist and fog patches were 
widespread across Ireland and Scotland by dawn with a widespread air frost across inland parts of N 
Scotland. There was a little rain and drizzle in E England and East Anglia during the day - with some 
sunny spells in a few W areas. (Helen's Bay and St Helier 15.6C, Carterhouse 8.6C maximum, Braemar -
5.0C minimum, Houghton Hall 1.8 mm, Ronaldsway 9.1 h.)
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Despite the continuing presence of high pressure on the 18th, fronts across England and Wales led to 
rather cloudy conditions here - with a little light rain and drizzle. There was early mist in many E areas of 
Scotland and in E and cent England, while W Scotland and N Ireland had a ground frost in places. Parts 
of S Scotland and S England had the best of any sunshine - N Scotland was rather cloudy, as was much 
of Ireland. (St Helier 16.4C, Balmoral 9.2C maximum, Katesbridge -1.0C minimum, Manston 2.4 mm, 
Prestwick 6.9 h.)

The 19th was generally a cloudy day, although much of N England was an exception to this. There were 
some early mist and fog patches from S Scotland and N Ireland, southwards. SW Scotland and N Ireland 
had a ground frost in places, although rain spread from the W into W parts of Scotland and Ireland, later 
moving into N England. Earlier, rain had affected parts of Cent and E England. (Plymouth 17.2C, 
Eskdalemuir 9.6C maximum, Tyndrum -1.5C minimum, Stornoway 6.8 mm, Jersey Airport 8.6 h.)

Most places in the E had some sunshine on the 20th following an early ground frost in some E parts of 
Britain, but frontal cloud spread from the W later in the day to bring rain across much of Ireland, Scotland 
and the W half of Wales and England by midnight. Consequently, the best of the sunshine was to be 
found in S and E England. (Cardiff Bute Park 16.5C, Dalwhinnie 10.2C maximum, Katesbridge 0.1C 
minimum, Tiree 10.6 mm, Lyneham 8.4 h.)

Rain moved SE'wards across all areas overnight and into the 21st, clearing SE England in the early 
afternoon. Under a warm sector it then remained cloudy with some light rain or drizzle, until following cold 
fronts crossed most W and Cent areas in the afternoon and evening from the W. In E Scotland it turned 
warm and sunny ahead of some heavy frontal rain. Pressure fell to the W of, and in, NW Scotland (MSL 
pressure around 990 mb on Lewis at 2400 GMT) leading to windy conditions here. (Craibstone 21.0C, 
Okehampton 11.9C maximum, Santon Downham 3.1C minimum, Gogerddan 35.8 mm, Boulmer 5.7 h.)

There was a windy start to the 22nd in N Scotland, but pressure gradually rose from the W as a ridge 
became established in all areas. There were severe gales in places here, with gusts over 60 mph. There 
was some light rainfall overnight (especially in W Scotland) which soon cleared, although in Scotland it 
remained wet for much of the day. S England and N Scotland remained cloudy; elsewhere there were 
sunny spells at times during the day - particularly in parts of E Scotland. (Writtle 16.2C, Loch 
Glascarnoch 9.1C maximum, Dalwhinnie 7.1C minimum, Cassley 23.0 mm, Dyce 9.0 h.)

The ridge brought a cool start to the 23rd in E parts of the UK but, after a largely dry night (with some 
mist in Cent England) frontal rain began to spread from the W across Ireland. The rain affected Ireland 
and much of Wales and W Britain by the end of the day. There was little sunshine, even ahead of the rain 
- which turned heavy later in some W parts of Ireland and Scotland. (Altnaharra 15.3C, Pennerley 9.7C 
maximum, Santon Downham -1.5C minimum, Lusa 23.6 mm, Lerwick 3.3 h.)

Frontal rain spread across all areas during the 24th, with some heavy falls in places. Ahead of the rain it 
was generally cloudy, but brighter conditions followed the rain from the W, with parts of Ireland having a 
sunny day - albeit with a few rain showers in the W. In N Scotland some of these fell as snow later over 
high ground. (Isle of Portland 15.5C, Balmoral 7.6C maximum, Dalwhinnie 4.1C minimum, Achnagart 
32.2 mm, Cork Airport 8.0 h.)

An area of high pressure moved NE'wards along the English Channel during the 25th, leading to a cold 
start to the day with a ground frost in places. There was some rain in N and W Scotland and N Ireland 
overnight - and this continued during the day. A strong S'ly flow in the W brought rain and drizzle to SW 
Ireland later in the day. It was a rather cloudy day across Scotland and Ireland, with sunny spells over 
England and Wales. (Plymouth 14.9C, Carterhouse 8.3C maximum, Aboyne -0.9C minimum, Achnagart 
18.6 mm, Jersey Airport 9.0 h.)

A brisk S'ly flow over Ireland on the 26th drew fronts N'wards here and over some W parts of Britain. By 
dawn there was mist in E England and light rain in W Ireland, with a ground frost in some Cent parts of 
England. Further rain during the day led to 13 mm falling in the 12 hours ending 1800 GMT at Shannon 
Airport. By midnight the rain in the W had reached NW Scotland - and mist had formed widely by this time 
in much of E Scotland and E and Cent England. (Kew Gardens 17.8C, Dalwhinnie 8.0C maximum, South 
Newington -1.1C minimum, Camborne 8.4 mm, Rostherne 7.6 h.)
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There were widespread mist and fog patches by dawn on the 27th in England, Wales and E Scotland, 
while there was overnight rain across Ireland, and W areas of Britain. During the day it turned drier in W 
Scotland, as the rain moved across Wales and into Cent S England. As a result, W Scotland had the best 
of the day's sunshine - with much of England having a sunless day. (Charlwood 19.9C, Lentran 10.9C 
maximum, Braemar 0.0C minimum, Cardinham 26.8 mm, Kinloss 6.4 h.)

Areas of frontal rain moved NE'wards during the 28th, leaving misty conditions in the W once the rain had 
cleared. Wales, S England and Ireland had sunny spells - elsewhere it was a dull day. It was also mild in 
some S areas, with some showers in SW England. Further frontal rain moved into SW Ireland in the 
evening. (Kew Gardens 17.2C, Lerwick 10.5C maximum, Derrylin Cornahoule 3.6C minimum, Sheffield 
34.0 mm, Guernsey Airport 6.9 h.)

Frontal rain moved across the British Isles on the 29th, introducing a mild S'ly flow from the W. It was a 
cloudy day across England and Wales, but there were sunny spells over Ireland and Scotland. Mist and 
fog formed in Cent England in the evening as the rain cleared here, while more light rain and drizzle 
affected SW England in the evening. (Lossiemouth 16.2C, Dalwhinnie 10.1C maximum, Redesdale 
Camp 1.9C minimum, Machrihanish 18.0 mm, Magilligan 7.2 h.)

N and Cent Scotland had a slight ground frost on the 30th. Further S, there was widespread rainfall 
overnight over England and W Ireland. A rather cloudy day followed, with patchy rain in parts of East 
Anglia throughout the day and showery outbreaks in W Britain and in parts of Ireland. 28mm of rain fell at 
Valentia in the 24 hours ending 1800 GMT. (Nantwich 19.3C, Cassley 8.6C maximum, Braemar 0.2C 
minimum, Plymouth 21.4 mm, Aberporth 3.7 h.)

In N Scotland there was a mild start to the 31st. At Kinloss the temperature rose from an overnight min of 
2.5C shortly after 2000 GMT on the 30th to a maximum of 17.8C shortly after 0600 GMT today, before 
falling behind a cold front. Overnight rain in parts of England gave way to misty conditions with fog 
patches; it remained misty during the day in E England, before mist and fog became more widespread in 
the evening over England and Wales. During the day, rainfall was largely confined to Scotland. (Hampton 
Water Works 19.5C, Dalwhinnie 12.1C maximum, Kinloss 3.3C minimum, Tyndrum 28.4 mm, Guernsey 
Airport 9.0 h.)

Source: Roger Brugge, University of Reading and Climatological Observers Link
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NOTABLE WEATHER ACROSS NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

There were no notable weather events recorded across the county during October. 

STATION NOTES 

September and October is a traditional period of new staff recruitment at the weather station. A new team 
has been formed from amongst AS level Geography students and include Ben Clarkson, Harry Brown, 
Rebecca Martin, Natalya Starcevic, James Strowbridge, Robert Bailey, Tom Goodwin and Charlotte 
Newton. The new observers will take over officially in November and a new Chief Observer appointed 
from the old team now stepping down to concentrate on their A level studies. 
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OUTLOOK FOR NOVEMBER
 

Dry and exceptionally mild conditions were experienced in parts of the country during the first couple of 
days, although widespread fog forming overnight was slow to clear during the days. During the middle 
and second half of the week it remained mild but became increasingly unsettled with bands of wet and 
windy weather pushing in from the southwest and spreading across the UK. Heavy rain fell at times, 
especially in the west and north west. 

The changeable weather is expected to persist with showers or longer periods of rain in all regions into 
the second week and over the Scottish mountains snow could become an increasing risk. Drier spells will 
develop at times, the best of these are likely to be in the south and east. It will be windy at times, 
particularly in the west and north west. Temperatures will be generally above the seasonal average in the 
southern half of the country during the first half of the week but cooler conditions in the north perhaps 
spread southwards towards the end of the week.

Forecast confidence for the second half of November is low. A changeable pattern is forecast to affect 
the UK during the second half of the month. In this scenario all regions can anticipate wet and windy 
conditions but also drier spells. Showers and more persistent periods of rain are likely to be most 
frequent and heaviest in the north west of the UK with a greater chance of drier spells in the south east. 
In the north there is a risk of intermittent colder incursions and these bring the prospect of snow to high 
ground in Scotland and northern England, and on occasion possibly to lower levels. In the south 
temperatures often remain close to or slightly above the seasonal average, although the chance of colder 
air reaching here is not discounted.

The outlook for November is provided by The Weather Outlook, www.theweatheroutlook.com. It does not 
necessary represent the opinion of forecasters at Pitsford Hall. 
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SPECIAL REPORT: Forecasting in Antarctica

Every year, the Met Office supports the British Antarctic Survey's field work by forecasting on location in 
one of the world's most challenging environments. 

The British Antarctic Survey (BAS) is one of the world's leading environmental research centres, 
responsible for the UK's national scientific activities in Antarctica. Every summer, it makes the most of the 
season to advance its research programme through field operations across the Western Antarctic. The 
programme relies on accurate forecasting - and here is where the Met Office plays a critical role.

A successful season of field operations relies heavily on the ability of BAS to transport scientists, 
engineers, mountaineers, large equipment and fuel across Western Antarctica - predominantly by plane. 
In contrast to the airports, runways and computerised landing equipment of the civilised world, Western 
Antarctica has only a few basic landing strips, mostly made out of snow and ice, making landing and 
takeoff far more weather dependent than usual. 

None of these flights can safely operate without the support of a skilled forecaster. So, each year, an 
experienced Met Office forecaster arrives on the first flight of the season - forecasting their own inbound 
flight - and leaves on the last. 

A forecasting challenge
The challenges of forecasting in the Antarctic are great. It is a vast area, extending from the South Pole 
to South America - and the weather is extreme. Antarctica is the highest, driest, coldest and windiest 
continent on planet and there are only a couple of fairly coarse resolution weather models for the area. 

Satellite imagery is also sparse as the forecaster has to rely on polar orbiters for satellite pictures; these 
do a 'swipe' of the planet just twice in the morning, and again in the afternoon. Field parties also call in 
each day with their own observations, but the forecaster has to keep in mind the challenge of making 
accurate observations on flat white ice, where distances and topography are hard to gauge. 
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The forecaster also has to be highly skilled at reading satellite pictures: "The clouds are white, the ground 
is white, so the pictures are white," explains Laura Paterson, Deputy Chief Meteorologist at the Met 
Office. "You have to infer between lots of different channels of satellite imagery to pick up the difference 
between ice and water droplets."

It takes tremendous skill, which is why the forecaster must have previously gained experience in the 
Falklands, which experiences similarly severe and fast changing weather. Also, the first forecaster to 
begin the season will have spent time at Rothera in the past. They are then able to train up their 
replacement halfway through the season, before returning home.

Over the season, the forecaster works closely with BAS' Field Operations Manager, meteorologists and 
Chief Pilot, forecasting primarily for the BAS flights, but also for the various field parties camping around 
the Western Antarctic, and occasionally for ships as well. As they get an understanding of the research 
programme and what's required, they are able to help the BAS Field Operations Manager and Chief Pilot 
prioritise tasks according to the weather windows available. This helps BAS plan and work more 
efficiently through the season. "We just would not be able to keep aircraft flying and stay on track with the 
field programme if we didn't have the forecaster on the station. It's invaluable." explains Simon Garrod, 
Deputy Operations Manager at BAS. 

A symbiotic partnership
The benefits to the Met Office are equally significant. The Dash 7 aircraft reports wind and temperature 
data at specified waypoints and this valuable data goes into the Met Office supercomputer, along with 
official observations carried out by highly skilled BAS meteorologists. The Met Office also collates 
information during the season to use for the future. For years, BAS and the Met Office have helped one 
another push the boundaries of research. It's a partnership that's set to continue for years to come.

Cloud formations observed at the Rothera research station in Antarctica.
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APPENDIX 1: Weather Station Inventory

Rooftop Weather Enclosure and Office

Large Pattern Stevenson screen with
Sheathed pattern maximum and 
minimum thermometers
Sheathed pattern wet and dry bulb 
ordinary thermometers
Thermograph 
Hygrograph
Piché evaporimeter

Small Pattern Stevenson screen with duplicate 
sheathed maximum, minimum, wet and 
dry bulb thermometers

Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder (UK Met 
Office MK2)

Instromet Ltd Electronic sunshine recorder 

Standard 5” Met Office pattern raingauge with 
additional check gauge (same pattern)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (UK Met Office 
MK1 – daily clock)

Tilting siphon rainfall recorder (Casella pattern – 
weekly clock)

Wind Vane

Totalising cup-counter anemometer 

Generator-type anemometer and wind vane 
(Metcheck)

Fortin-pattern mercurial barometer

Precision Aneroid Barometer 

Open-scale micro-barograph 

Concrete slab & minimum thermometer

Artificial grass surface & grass minimum 
thermometer

Boltek LD-250 Lightning Detector

Online Automatic Weather Station (OLAWS)

Instromet Ltd Climatica Executive system 
comprising:

Wet and dry bulb temperature sensors
Rainfall sensor
Wind speed and direction sensor
Electronic sunshine recorder
Datalogging unit with barometric 
pressure sensor

 2 Davis Vantage Pro systems1 comprising:
Electronic temperature & humidity 
sensor
Wind speed & direction sensor
Rainfall sensor (tipping bucket)
UV and solar radiation sensors

Web cams – Logitech C615 HD mounted in 2 
locations

Software – Weather Display & Weatherlink

Archive

The station holds weather records for 
Northamptonshire dating from 1880. Access to 
these records is restricted, although requests for 
data can be made in writing to the station 
manager at Pitsford.

Web site

The main URL for the station’s web site is 
www.northantsweather.org.uk

The site has pages containing local forecast 
information, recently collected weather data 
(including real-time data gathered from the 
online automatic weather station), archived data 
from 1998 to the present, as well as links to 
many useful sources of weather information.

1 One cabled (in use), one wireless (not in 
service)
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APPENDIX 2: Code Descriptions used in the Register of 
Climatological Observations

Visibility codes

X Dense Fog <20m
E Dense Fog 20m
0 Thick Fog up to 40m
1 Thick Fog up to 100m
2 Fog up to 200m
3 Moderate Fog up to 400m
4 Very poor visibility up to 1000m
5 Poor visibility up to 2km
6 Moderate visibility up to 7km
7 Good visibility up to 20km
8 Very good visibility up to 30km
9 Excellent visibility 40km

State of the Concrete Slab 

0 Dry 
1 Moist 
2 Wet 
3 Icy 

State of the Grass
0 Dry with no deposits
1 Wet with dew only
2 Wet from fog (some dew present)
3 Wet from falling rain or drizzle
4 Wet from the melting of frozen 
deposits listed as codes 5-9, or from sleet
5 Ice resulting from the freezing of 1-3 or the 
refreezing of 4
6 Ice of glaze resulting from freezing of rain or 
drizzle on cold surface or ice from hail
7 Hoar frost - direct deposition of crystals from air
8 Rime - direct deposition of crystals from supercooled 
freezing fog or falling ice prisms or fall ice crystals
9 Snow 

Present Weather

00 -- clear skies
01 -- clouds dissolving
02 -- state of sky unchanged
03 -- clouds developing
Haze, smoke, dust or sand
04 -- visibility reduced by smoke
05 -- haze
06 -- widespread dust in suspension not raised by wind
07 -- dust or sand raised by wind
08 -- well developed dust or sand whirls
09 -- dust or sand storm within sight but not at station
Non-precipitation events
10 -- mist
11 -- patches of shallow fog
12 -- continuous shallow fog
13 -- lightning visible, no thunder heard
14 -- precipitation within sight but not hitting ground
15 -- distant precipitation but not falling at station
16 -- nearby precipitation but not falling at station
17 -- thunderstorm but no precipitation falling at station
18 -- squalls within sight but no precipitation falling at station
19 -- funnel clouds within sight
Precipitation within past hour but not at observation time
20 -- drizzle
21 -- rain
22 -- snow

23 -- rain and snow
24 -- freezing rain
25 -- rain showers
26 -- snow showers
27 -- hail showers
28 -- fog
29 -- thunderstorms
Duststorm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow
30 -- slight to moderate duststorm, decreasing in intensity
31 -- slight to moderate duststorm, no change
32 -- slight to moderate duststorm, increasing in intensity
33 -- severe duststorm, decreasing in intensity
34 -- severe duststorm, no change
35 -- severe duststorm, increasing in intensity
36 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, below eye level
37 -- heavy drifting snow, below eye level
38 -- slight to moderate drifting snow, above eye level
39 -- heavy drifting snow, above eye level
Fog or ice fog
40 -- Fog at a distance
41 -- patches of fog
42 -- fog, sky visible, thinning
43 -- fog, sky not visible, thinning
44 -- fog, sky visible, no change
45 -- fog, sky not visible, no change
46 -- fog, sky visible, becoming thicker
47 -- fog, sky not visible, becoming thicker
48 -- fog, depositing rime, sky visible
49 -- fog, depositing rime, sky not visible
Drizzle
50 -- intermittent light drizzle
51 -- continuous light drizzle
52 -- intermittent moderate drizzle
53 -- continuous moderate drizzle
54 -- intermittent heavy drizzle
55 -- continuous heavy drizzle
56 -- light freezing drizzle
57 -- moderate to heavy freezing drizzle
58 -- light drizzle and rain
59 -- moderate to heavy drizzle and rain
Rain
60 -- intermittent light rain
61 -- continuous light rain
62 -- intermittent moderate rain
63 -- continuous moderate rain
64 -- intermittent heavy rain
65 -- continuous heavy rain
66 -- light freezing rain
67 -- moderate to heavy freezing rain
68 -- light rain and snow
69 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow
Snow
70 -- intermittent light snow
71 -- continuous light snow
72 -- intermittent moderate snow
73 -- continuous moderate snow
74 -- intermittent heavy snow
75 -- continuous heavy snow
76 -- diamond dust
77 -- snow grains
78 -- snow crystals
79 -- ice pellets
Showers
80 -- light rain showers
81 -- moderate to heavy rain showers
82 -- violent rain showers
83 -- light rain and snow showers
84 -- moderate to heavy rain and snow showers
85 -- light snow showers
86 -- moderate to heavy snow showers
87 -- light snow/ice pellet showers
88 -- moderate to heavy snow/ice pellet showers
89 -- light hail showers
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- 27 -

90 -- moderate to heavy hail showers

Thunderstorms
91 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light rain
92 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only moderate to 
heavy rain
93 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only light snow or 
rain/snow mix

94 -- thunderstorm in past hour, currently only moderate to 
heavy snow or rain/snow mix
95 -- light to moderate thunderstorm
96 -- light to moderate thunderstorm with hail
97 -- heavy thunderstorm
98 -- heavy thunderstorm with duststorm
99 -- heavy thunderstorm with hail 

APPENDIX 3: 

1981-2010 Climatological Averages for Pitsford

 
Mean Max 

(C)
Mean Min 

(C)
Mean 

(C)
Rain 
(mm)

Sunshine 
(hrs)

January 7.2 1.8 4.7 55.3 49
February 7.5 2.2 4.9 41.2 69.5
March 10.2 4 7.4 45.6 100.2
April 13.4 5.4 9.4 54.8 151.3
May 16.6 8.2 12.8 56.9 175.7
June 19.6 10.2 15.4 53.6 167.1
July 22.4 11 17.5 52.9 179.7
August 22.1 10.7 16.8 54.7 177.2
September 18.8 8.3 14.2 61.5 136.3
October 14.7 7 10.9 67.5 90.1
November 10.2 3.7 7.2 59.4 54.4
December 7.5 2.4 5 55.1 41.4
Year 14.2 6.2 10.5 658.5 1391.9
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This Month’s Weather Image

An eerie unset at Halloween behind Brixworth church.
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